Attention: Dogs without examen or only BH can start in BGH1, Dogs with IPO
(or simular national examen), Obedience, FH or Rescue-Dog examen HAVE to
start in BGH-3!
Companydog (Begleithundeprüfung) BgH-1
Exercise 1: With leash heeling
30 points
Exercise 2: Off leash heeling
30 points
Exercise 3: Sit in motion
15 points
Exercise 4: Down with recall
15 points
Exercise 5: Lay down while distracted
10 points
Total 100 points
With leash heeling 20 free points

a) Commands: "heeling". The doghandler is allowed to give the commands at the
turns, and when changing speed.
b) Execution: 50 steps ahead , turn and another 10 to 15 steps, 10 steps running, 10
steps slow. After this in normal step again - is at least one right turn, left turn and one
turn to perform. At the end of the exercise, the handler and dog go to the judge in a
group of at least four people. The handler must heel the dog a person the right and
left one person handle and stop at least once in the group. The judge is free to
demand a rerun. The handler and dog leave the group and assume a basic position.
Off leash heeling 20 free points

a) Commands: "heeling". The doghandler is allowed to give the commands at the
turns, and when changing speed.
b) Execution: 50 steps ahead , turn and another 10 to 15 steps, 10 steps running, 10
steps slow. After this in normal step again - is at least one right turn, left turn and one
turn to perform.
3) Sit in motion 10 points
a) Commands: "heeling", "Sit"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his freeheeling dog. After 10-15 paces, the dog must be on the verbal command "sit" and
quickly set straight without the handler interrupting his steps or looking back. After
another 20 steps the handler stops and immediately turns to his dog. On the judge's
signal the handler returns to the dog and takes on its right side position.
4) Down with recall 10 points
a) Commands: "heeling", "Down," "Here," "heeling"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his freeheeling dog. After 10-15Schritten The dog must go on the verbal command "down"
and just lie down quickly without the handler interrupting his steps or looking back.
The handler goes on another 20 steps, then stops and turns immediately to face his
dog. On the judge`s signal, the handler calls his dog with the command "Here" or the
dog's name to himself. The dog must come happily, quickly and directly, and either
closely and straight in front of the handler, or immediately go into the final position.
The dog shows a sit infront, the dog on the verbal command "heel" and quickly set
straight beside the handler.
8) Lay down while distracted - 10 points
a) Commands: "Down", "Sit"

b) Execution: The handler puts his dog down with the command "down" at the place
instructed by the judge. Now, the handler go away at least 20 steps from his dog,
turnes to his dog and stand still. The dog must be calm, without influence from the
handler, while the other dog performs exercises 1 to 6. When the handler is
instructed by the judge, he returns to the dog and stands on its right side. After about
3 seconds (on judge’s advice), the dog has to sit up on the verbal command "sit"
quickly and straight.

Companydog (Begleithundeprüfung) BgH-3
Exercise 1: Off leash heeling 20 free points
Exercise 2: Sit in motion 10 points
Exercise 3: Down with recall 10 points
Exercise 4: Stand stay 10 points
Exercise 5: Retrieve on flat ground 15 points
Exercise 6 Retrieve over the A-wall (140 cm) 15 points
Exercise 7: Send out 10 points
Exercise 8: Lay down while distracted 10 points
Total 100 points
Off leash heeling 20 free points

a) Commands: "heeling". The doghandler is allowed to give the commands at the
turns, and when changing speed.
b) Execution: 50 steps ahead , turn and another 10 to 15 steps, 10 steps running, 10
steps slow. After this in normal step again - is at least one right turn, left turn and one
turn to perform. At the end of the exercise, the handler and dog go to the judge in a
moving group of at least four people. The handler must heel the dog a person the
right and left one person handle and stop at least once in the group. The judge is free
to demand a rerun. The handler and dog leave the group and assume a basic
position.
The order of exercises 2 to 6 have to be shown in ono of the following 5 variants:
Option 1: Exercise 2 - 4 - 5 - 6 - 3
Option 2: Exercise 4 - 3 - 6 - 2 - 5
Option 3: Exercise 6 - 4 - 5 - 3 - 2
Option 4: Exercise 3 - 2 - 6 - 5 - 4
Option 5: Exercise 5 - 6 - 3 - 2 - 4
All participants must demonstrate the exercises 2 through 6 in the same order.
2) Sit in motion 10 points
a) Commands: "heeling", "Sit"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his freeheeling dog. After 10-15 paces, the dog must be on the verbal command "sit" and
quickly set straight without the handler interrupting his steps or looking back. After
another 20 steps the handler stops and immediately turns to his dog. On the judge's
signal the handler returns to the dog and takes on its right side position.
3 ) Down with recall 10 points
a) Commands: "heeling", "Down," "Here," "heeling"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his free-

heeling dog. After 10-15Schritten The dog must go on the verbal command "down"
and just lie down quickly without the handler interrupting his steps or looking back.
The handler goes on another 20 steps, then stops and turns immediately to face his
dog. On the judge`s signal, the handler calls his dog with the command "Here" or the
dog's name to himself. The dog must come happily, quickly and directly, and either
closely and straight in front of the handler, or immediately go into the final position.
The dog shows a sit infront, the dog on the verbal command "heel" and quickly set
straight beside the handler.
4) Stand stay - 10 points
a) Commands "heeling", "Stand", "Sit"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his freeheeling dog. After 10-15 paces the dog must be on the verbal command "stand" to
stop immediately and precisely, without the handler breaking stride, or looking back.
After another 20 paces the handler stops and immediately turns to his dog. When
instructed by the judge, the handler goes directly back to his dog and stands on its
right side. After about 3 seconds, when instructed by the judge the dog on the verbal
command "sit" and quickly set straight.
5) Retrieve on flat ground - 15 points
a) Commands: "Retrieve", "off", "heel"
b) Excution: From the basic position the handler throws a dumbbell, about 10 steps
away. The verbal command "bring" should be given until the dumbbell is lying still.
The verbal command "retrice" the dog fast and directly go to the dumbbell, pick it up
immediately and return to the the handler quickly and directly. The dog must come
closely and straight in front of his handler or sit down immediately to the left side of
the handler. The dumbbell has to be keep quiet in the mouth until the handler gives
the signal "Off". after the delivery the dumbbell has to be kept quiet with an
outstretched arm down on the right side of the body. On the verbal command "heel",
the dog must quickly set straight beside the handler. The handler may not leave his
place during exercise.
6) Climbing jump over A-Wall (140 cm) - 15 points
a) Command: "Jump," "retrieve", "off", "heel"
b) Execution: From the basic position the handler throws a dumbbell over the wall.
The command "Jump" may be given until the dumbbell is lying still. The beside the
handler quiet and free sitting dog has to jump on command "Jump" - "Bring" over the
wall, climb quickly and directly to the dumbbell, pick it up immediately, immediately
climb back over the wall and bring the dumbbell to the handler quickly and directly.
The dog has to sit closely and straight in front of its handler, or sit down immediately
on the left side of the handler. He has to keep the dumbbell quiet in the mouth until
the handler gives the command "Off". after the delivery the dumbbell has to be kept
quiet with an outstretched arm down on the right side of the body. On the verbal
command "heel", the dog must quickly set straight beside the handler. The handler
may not leave his place during exercise.
7) Send Out with down - 10 points
a) Commands: "heel", "send-out", "Down", "Sit"
b) Execution: From the start position, the handler goes straight ahead with his freeheeling dog in the direction instructed to him. After 10-15 steps the handler gives the

dog the verbal "Send-out", raising the arm once and stops. The dog has to run a
straight line without remove the speed at least 30 steps. On the judge advise the
handler gives the verbal command "down" to which the dog has to lie down
immediately. On the judge's signal the handler returns to the dog and enters right
next to him. After about 3 seconds (on judge’s advise) the dog must sit up on the
verbal command "sit" quickly and straight.
8) Lay down while distracted - 10 points
a) Commands: "Down", "Sit"
b) Execution: The handler puts his dog down with the command "down" at the place
instructed by the judge. Now, the handler go away at least 20 steps from his dog,
turnes to his dog and stand still. The dog must be calm, without influence from the
handler, while the other dog performs exercises 1 to 6. When the handler is
instructed by the judge, he returns to the dog and stands on its right side. After about
3 seconds (on judge’s advice), the dog has to sit up on the verbal command "sit"
quickly and straight.

